Coordinated control of wind power plants in offshore HVDC grids
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Improvement of grid frequency dynamic characteristic with novel wind turbine based on electromagnetic coupler

A synchronous generator is directly coupled to grid in the novel wind turbine drive train concept based on electromagnetic coupler (WT-EMC). Similarly to conventional power plants, WT-EMC has inherent (inertial) grid frequency support capability, albeit rather limited due to its configuration. Additional power should be generated in response to a grid frequency drop in order to improve the dynamic characteristic of the grid frequency. In this paper, a novel control strategy for WT-EMC to improve the dynamic characteristic of grid frequency is proposed. The principle is to detect active power imbalance in the grid and then rapidly regulate the output power of WT-EMC. Based on the calculated electromagnetic torque of the synchronous generator in WT-EMC acquired faster than the calculated grid frequency the synchronous generator mechanical torque is controlled to track its electromagnetic torque to stabilize the rotor speed, therefore directly
improving the grid frequency. The proposed control strategy effectiveness is firstly tested through simulations and then validated on a specially built experimental platform.
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Technical impacts of high penetration levels of wind power on power system stability

With increasing penetrations of wind generation, based on power-electronic converters, power systems are transitioning away from well-understood synchronous generator-based systems, with growing implications for their stability. Issues of concern will vary with system size, wind penetration level, geographical distribution and turbine type, network topology, electricity market structure, unit commitment procedures, and other factors. However, variable-speed wind turbines, both onshore and connected offshore through DC grids, offer many control opportunities to either replace or enhance existing capabilities. Achieving a complete understanding of future stability issues, and ensuring the effectiveness of new measures and policies, is an iterative procedure involving portfolio development and flexibility assessment, generation cost simulations, load flow, and security analysis, in addition to the stability analysis itself, while being supported by field demonstrations and real-world model validation.
Ultimate design load analysis of planetary gearbox bearings under extreme events

This paper investigates the impact of extreme events on the planet bearings of a 5 MW gearbox. The system is simulated using an aeroelastic tool, where the turbine structure is modeled, and MATLAB/Simulink, where the drivetrain (gearbox and generator) are modeled using a lumped-parameter approach. Three extreme events are assessed: low-voltage ride through, emergency stop and normal stop. The analysis is focused on finding which event has the most negative impact on the bearing extreme radial loads. The two latter events are carried out following the guidelines of the International Electrotechnical Commission standard 61400-1. The former is carried out by applying a voltage fault while simulating the wind turbine under normal turbulent wind conditions. The voltage faults are defined by following the guidelines from four different grid codes in order to assess the impact on the bearings. The results show that the grid code specifications have a dominant role in the maximum loads achieved by the bearings during a low-voltage ride through. Moreover, the emergency brake shows the highest impact by increasing the bearing loads up to three times the rated value.
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A heuristic for the synthesis of credible operating states in the presence of renewable energy sources

Experience has shown the limitations of deterministic criteria when accommodating the intrinsic uncertainties associated to modern power systems. Hereof, probabilistic risk assessment represent a powerful enhancement in order to ensure the overall power system reliability rather than a worst-case scenario analysis. This paper presents a general-purpose methodology intended to generate plausible operating states. The main focus lies on the generation of correlated random samples using a heuristic of the NORmal-to-Anything (NORTA) method. The proposed methodology was applied to model wind generation in the Danish Western power system, analyzing the effect of the marginal distributions and errors in the correlation matrix definition.
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Connection of OWPPs to HVDC networks using VSCs and Diode Rectifiers: an Overview
This paper provides an overview of two technologies for connecting offshore wind power plants (offshore WPPs, OWPPs) to high-voltage direct current (HVDC) networks: voltage source converters (VSCs) and diode rectifiers (DRs). Current grid code requirements for the connection of such power plants are also addressed, and their implications when using such technologies are discussed.
Connection of OWPPs to HVDC networks using VSCs and Diode Rectifiers: an Overview
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Coordinated Control Scheme for Ancillary Services from Offshore Wind Power Plants to AC and DC Grids

This paper proposes a new approach of providing ancillary services to AC and DC grids from offshore wind power plants (OWPPs), connected through multi-terminal HVDC network. A coordinated control scheme where OWPP’s AC grid frequency modulated according to DC grid voltage variations is used to detect and provide the ancillary service requirements of both AC and DC grids, is proposed in this paper. In particular, control strategies for onshore frequency control, fault ridethrough support in the onshore grid, and DC grid voltage control are considered. The proposed control scheme involves only local measurements and therefore avoids the need of communication infrastructure otherwise required for communication based control, and thus increases the reliability of the control system. The effectiveness of the proposed control scheme is demonstrated on a MTDC connected wind power system developed in DigSILENT PowerFactory.
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Coordinated Fast Primary Frequency Control from Offshore Wind Power Plants in MTDC System

In this paper, coordinated fast primary frequency control (FPFC) from offshore wind power plants (OWPPs) integrated to surrounding onshore AC power system through a three terminal VSC HVDC system is presented. The onshore AC grid frequency variations are emulated at offshore AC grid through appropriate control blocks, based on modulation of the DC grid voltage. The proposed FPFC produces a power reference to the OWPP based on the frequency deviation and its rate of change measured in the offshore AC grid. Moreover, the impact of wind speed variations on the OWPP active power output and the dynamics of wind turbine are also discussed. The corresponding impact of OWPPs active power output variation at different wind speeds on the power system frequency control and DC grid voltage is also presented. The results show that the proposed coordinated fast primary frequency control from OWPPs improves the power system frequency while relieving the stress on the other AC grid participating in frequency control.
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Coordinated Voltage Control in Offshore HVDC Connected Cluster of Wind Power Plants

This paper presents a coordinated voltage control scheme (CVCS) for a cluster of offshore wind power plants (OWPPs) connected to a VSC HVDC system. The primary control point of the proposed voltage control scheme is the introduced Pilot bus, which is having the highest short circuit capacity in the offshore AC grid. The developed CVCS comprehends an optimization algorithm, aiming for minimum active power losses in the offshore grid, to generate voltage reference to the Pilot bus. During steady state operation, the Pilot bus voltage is controlled by dispatching reactive power references to each wind turbine (WT) in the WPP cluster based on their available reactive power margin and network sensitivity based participation factors, which are derived from the dV/dQ sensitivity of a WT bus w.r.t the Pilot bus. This method leads to minimization of the risk of undesired effects, particularly overvoltage at the terminals of the WT located far away from the AC collector substation, by dispatching lower reactive power references compared to the ones nearer to the substation. In addition, the paper proposes a control strategy for improved voltage ride through capability of WTs for faults in the offshore grid, thus leading to improved dynamic voltage profile in the offshore AC grid.
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Dynamic Reactive Power Control in Offshore HVDC Connected Wind Power Plants

This paper presents a coordinated reactive power control for a HVDC connected cluster of offshore wind power plants (WPPs). The reactive power reference for the WPP cluster is estimated by an optimization algorithm aiming at minimum active power losses in the offshore AC Grid. For each optimal reactive power set point, the OWPP cluster controller generates reactive power references for each WPP which further sends the AC voltage/ reactive power references to the associated WTs based on their available reactive power margin. The impact of faults at different locations in the offshore grid, such as wind turbine (WT) terminal, collector cable, and export cable, on the dynamic voltage profile of the offshore grid is investigated. Furthermore, the dynamic reactive power contribution from WTs from different WPPs of the cluster for such faults has also been studied.
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Framework of Multi-objective Wind Farm Controller Applicable to Real Wind Farms

Optimal wind farm control can mitigate adverse wake effects that can potentially cause up to 40% power loss and 80% increased fatigue loads in wind farms. The aim of this work is to outline a methodological framework of an optimal wind farm controller, which provides improved solutions to critical areas of optimal wind farm control research. The basis of this framework is a review of optimal wind farm control methodologies, which is presented first. It is observed that there is, at present, mainly a need for more advanced wind farm operation models. Thereafter the framework of a multi-objective optimal wind farm controller is outlined with the following key characteristics.

Available control objectives are (i) to maximize the total wind farm power output or (ii) to follow a specified power reference for the wind farm’s total power output while reducing the fatigue loads of the wind turbines in the wind farm. The controller design provides improved solutions for the modelling of wind farm aerodynamics and turbine operation, that is the PossPOW algorithm and a HAWC2-based turbine model, respectively. Moreover, all components of the framework are designed as to enable the applicability of the controller to real wind farms.

Hydropower flexibility and transmission expansion to support integration of offshore wind

In 2013, offshore wind grew over 50%. This increase, concentrated in a relatively small geographical area, can lead to an increased variability of the power produced by offshore wind. The variability is one of the key issues, along transmission, in integrating offshore wind power. Hydro power is one of the fast responding sources of electricity, thus power systems with considerable amounts of flexible hydro power can potentially offer easier integration of offshore wind power. The interaction between offshore wind and hydro power can be beneficial, especially when looking at how the flexibility of hydro generation can match the variability of offshore wind, allowing for larger shares of variable generation to be integrated in the power systems without decreasing its stability. The analysis includes two interrelated models, a market model and a flow-based model. The results show that hydropower systems are a very good option for balancing the natural variability of wind power production, especially when installed offshore. The flexibility of hydropower systems allows power systems with a high share of RES to maintain stability. The analysis presented indicates that the value of hydropower flexibility to the European power system is significant, consequently justifying the investment costs for transmission expansion.
Improved Frequency Control from Wind Power Plants Considering Wind Speed Variation

A fast frequency controller (FFC) for wind power plants (WPPs), which produces a temporary overloading power reference based on frequency deviation and rate of change of frequency, is proposed in this paper. Contrary to standard controllers proposed in the literature, the gains of the FFC are optimized for different wind speeds ensuring an improved frequency control from WPPs over the whole wind speed range. Two options for temporary frequency control implementations from WPPs are analyzed and compared. Moreover, the impact of mechanical, electrical and control limitations at different wind speeds and its effect on frequency control is discussed in the paper. Results show that by optimizing the gains, an improved frequency control can be obtained compared to standard controllers which apply a fixed gain over whole the wind speed range.
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Modeling of the dynamics of wind to power conversion including high wind speed behavior

This paper proposes and validates an efficient, generic and computationally simple dynamic model for the conversion of the wind speed at hub height into the electrical power by a wind turbine. This proposed wind turbine model was developed as a first step to simulate wind power time series for power system studies. This paper focuses on describing and validating the single wind turbine model, and is therefore neither describing wind speed modeling nor aggregation of contributions from a whole wind farm or a power system area. The state-of-the-art is to use static power curves for the purpose of power system studies, but the idea of the proposed wind turbine model is to include the main dynamic effects in order to have a better representation of the fluctuations in the output power and of the fast power ramping especially because of high wind speed shutdowns of the wind turbine. The high wind speed shutdowns and restarts are represented as on–off switching rules that govern the output of the wind turbine at extreme wind speed conditions. The model uses the concept of equivalent wind speed, estimated from the single point (hub height) wind speed using a second-order dynamic filter that is derived from an admittance function. The equivalent wind speed is a representation of the averaging of the wind speeds over the wind turbine rotor plane and is used as input to the static power curve to get the output power. The proposed wind turbine model is validated for the whole operating range using measurements available from the DONG Energy offshore wind farm Horns Rev 2. Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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OffshoreDC DC grids for integration of large scale wind power

The present report summarizes the main findings of the Nordic Energy Research project “DC grids for large scale integration of offshore wind power – OffshoreDC”. The project has been funded by Nordic Energy Research through the TFI programme and was active between 2011 and 2016.

The overall objective of the project was to drive the development of the VSC based HVDC technology for future large scale offshore grids, supporting a standardised and commercial development of the technology, and improving the opportunities for the technology to support power system integration of large scale offshore wind power. This was done by bringing together the key industry stakeholders and competent research organisations in the project.
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Overplanting in offshore wind power plants in different regulatory regimes

Offshore wind power’s journey towards being competitive with other generation technologies relies on technical innovation and maturation, but also on further optimisation of proven and mature solutions. Capacity optimisation or so-called overplanting is one example of optimisation, which is performed by installing a larger wind power capacity than stipulated in the connection agreement with transmission system operators (TSOs). By developing a discounted cash flow (DCF) model, the paper investigates how both regulatory regimes and geographic characteristics of dedicated offshore wind development areas affect the viability of overplanting. The analysis comprises hypothetical scenarios of the distinctive offshore wind markets of the United Kingdom and Denmark and thereby elucidates the key aspects influencing the value of overplanting. This work’s findings show that the UK regulatory framework results more favourable to overplanting. The results indicate that current conceivable offshore wind power plants in the UK can increase their economic value by around 30 mio AC when optimising their capacity setup. In Denmark, current regulations are not suitable for overplanting causing loss of value when optimising the capacity design of wind power plants.
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Possible Improvements for Present Wind Farm Models Used in Optimal Wind Farm Controllers
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Spatio-temporal analysis of regional PV generation
Photovoltaic (PV) power is growing in importance worldwide and hence needs to be represented in operation and planning of power system. As opposed to traditional generation technologies, it is characterized by exhibiting both a high variability and a significant spatial dependence. This paper presents a fundamental analysis of regional solar generation time series, aiming to potentially facilitate large-scale solar integration. It will focus on characterizing the underlying dependence structure at the system level as well as describing both statistical and temporal properties of regional PV generation.
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Special Section on HVDC Systems for Large Offshore Wind Power Plants
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Variability in large-scale wind power generation

The paper demonstrates the characteristics of wind power variability and net load variability in multiple power systems based on real data from multiple years. Demonstrated characteristics include probability distribution for different ramp durations, seasonal and diurnal variability and low net load events. The comparison shows regions with low variability (Sweden, Spain and Germany), medium variability (Portugal, Ireland, Finland and Denmark) and regions with higher variability (Quebec, Bonneville Power Administration and Electric Reliability Council of Texas in North America; Gansu, Jilin and Liaoning in China; and Norway and offshore wind power in Denmark). For regions with low variability, the maximum 1 h wind ramps are below 10% of nominal capacity, and for regions with high variability, they may be close to 30%. Wind power variability is mainly explained by the extent of geographical spread, but also higher capacity factor causes higher variability. It was also shown how wind power ramps are autocorrelated and dependent on the operating output level. When wind power was concentrated in smaller area, there were outliers with high changes in wind output, which were not present in large areas with well-dispersed wind power. Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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A New Coordinated Voltage Control Scheme for Offshore AC Grid of HVDC Connected Offshore Wind Power Plants

This paper proposes a coordinated voltage control scheme (CVCS) which enhances the voltage ride through (VRT) capability of an offshore AC grid comprised of a cluster of offshore wind power plants (WPP) connected through AC cables to the offshore voltage source converter based high voltage DC (VSC-HVDC) converter station. Due to limited short circuit power contribution from power electronic interfaced variable speed wind generators and with the onshore main grid decoupled by the HVDC link, the offshore AC grid becomes more vulnerable to dynamic voltage events. Therefore, a short circuit fault in the offshore AC Grid is likely to have significant implications on the voltage of the offshore AC grid, hence on the power flow to the onshore mainland grid. The proposed CVCS integrates individual local reactive power control of wind turbines and of the HVDC converter with the secondary voltage controller at offshore grid level. This secondary voltage controller controls the voltage at the pilot bus, the bus with the highest short circuit capacity in the offshore AC grid. By maintaining voltage at the pilot bus, reflecting the voltage variations of the entire offshore zone, the voltage profile of the offshore grid is indirectly maintained. During steady state operation, the secondary AC voltage controller generates reactive power references for individual wind turbines (WTs) based on their participation factors (PFs) and available
reactive power margins, while during dynamic voltage events; the secondary voltage controller generates additional reactive power reference signals for WTIs and the HVDC converter, to enhance VRT capability of the offshore AC network. The Participation Factor of each WT is calculated from their dV / dQ sensitivities w.r.t. the pilot bus. The WT and the HVDC converter control is modified to accommodate additional reactive power reference from the secondary controller, while maintaining their local VRT capability. A detailed model of 800 MW VSC-HVDC connected OWPP cluster developed in DigSILENT platform is considered in this study. VSC-HVDC transmission system operates at +/- 320 kV with active power balance (hence DC voltage) control assigned to the onshore converter, while frequency and AC voltage control at the offshore substation assigned to the offshore converter.
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Design tool for offshore wind farm cluster planning

In the framework of the FP7 project EERA DTOC: Design Tool for Offshore wind farm Cluster, a new software supporting the planning of offshore wind farms was developed, based on state-of-the-art approaches from large scale wind potential to economic benchmarking. The model portfolio includes WAsP, FUGA, WRF, Net-Op, LCoE model, CorWind, FarmFlow, EeFarm and grid code compliance calculations. The development is done by members from European Energy Research Alliance (EERA) and guided by several industrial partners. A commercial spin-off from the project is the tool ‘Wind & Economy’. The software has been compared and validated to a wide extent. Around 10 wake models have been compared to SCADA data from the Horns Rev 1 offshore wind farm in the North Sea, and the Lillgrund and Rødsand-2 wind farms in the Baltic Sea. The Rødsand-2 wind farm is located nearby the Nysted-1 wind farm, thus an investigation of the wake influence between dual operation twin farms was possible. Furthermore both micro- and mesoscale wake models have been compared to satellite-based wind farm wake data in the North Sea. Regarding the planning of the electrical grid, both inter-array and long-distance cables were modelled by the software and several tests were performed. The calculations include the smoothing effect on produced energy between wind farms located in different regional wind zones and the short time scales relevant for assessing balancing power. The grid code compliance was tested for several cases and the results are useful for wind farm planning of the grid and necessary components and controls.
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Electromechanical Drivetrain Simulation.
Wind turbines structures are exposed to inclement loading conditions varying from the turbulent wind field to fluctuations in the electric grid. The variation of these conditions, in addition to special events such as emergency stops, has a great impact of the life time of the components. In multi-MW wind turbines, it is common to find a geared drivetrain, which is the interface between the mechanical and electrical domain. Due to the varying conditions, the drivetrain can suffer accelerated damage reducing the target 20 years life of the turbine. This Ph.D. thesis focuses on the implementation of advanced models that consider the electromechanical interaction of the wind turbine structure, namely the main shaft and tower top, along with the gearbox and the generator. This is done with the purpose to advance the integrated analysis of wind turbines; something that is not common until recently. The state-of-the-art in wind turbine simulation is to consider the wind turbine structure with a simplified model of the drivetrain. Therefore, the main purpose of this Ph.D. is to develop a simulation tool capable of estimate the loading in the drivetrain internal components, with special attention to the planet bearings in the planetary stage. In brief, the tool is used for the dynamic analysis of the drive-train components under different loading conditions following certification guidelines. Several numerical simulations demonstrate the capabilities of the tool, and new results show how the lifetime of the bearings are affected by different load cases. The fatigue damage experienced by the planet bearings in the planetary stage is assessed for the normal operation of the wind turbine, by computing the damage equivalent loads for a 20 years period. Several operational modes are identified as the main contributors to the fatigue of the bearings. Second, the ultimate design loads obtained by extreme events such as Low-Voltage Ride through (LVRT), emergency stop and normal stop due to grid loss are investigated. A method to simulate the LVRT based on the grid code requirements from different countries is presented, along with results that highlight the importance of the voltage recovery and its relation to the effect on the bearing loads. Several recommendations are made for the three extreme events in terms of possible load reduction in the bearings. The main goal is to minimize the long-term damage that can be induced by the extreme cases. And finally, reliability analysis using FORM is performed based on two different types of bearing configurations. For this purpose, a bearing stiffness matrix corresponding to each configuration is used in the electromechanical drivetrain simulation tool. Thus, using a parametric study with different dynamic rating values, it is found that this parameter has an important influence in the reliability, and hence, in the preliminary design of the components. Furthermore, the difference between the damage equivalent loads of both types of bearings is minimal. Therefore, the dynamic rating parameter is found to have higher influence on the bearings reliability. The methods presented in this dissertation can be used to model different drivetrain configurations for preliminary design, based on standard load cases used in wind turbine certification. In addition, it is possible to carry out reliability analysis, which ultimately, is one of the main focus areas when analyzing and designing such complex and costsensitive systems.
for the calculation of WT-EMC supplementary torque command. The integrated simulation environment based on the aeroelastic code HAWC2 and software Matlab/Simulink is used to build a 2 MW WT-EMC model and study the frequency support capability of a wind farm consisting of WT-EMC. (C) 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Modelling of wind power plant controller, wind speed time series, aggregation and sample results

This report describes the modelling of a wind power plant (WPP) including its controller. Several ancillary services like inertial response (IR), power oscillation damping (POD) and synchronising power (SP) are implemented. The focus in this document is on the performance of the WPP output and not the impact of the WPP on the power system. By means of simulation tests, the capability of the implemented wind power plant model to deliver ancillary services is investigated.
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Offshore Wind Farms
The technology behind constructing wind farms offshore began to develop in 1991 when the Vindeby wind farm was installed off the Danish coast (11 Bonus 450 kW turbines). Resource assessment, grid connection, and wind farm operation are significant challenges for offshore wind power just as it is for the more traditional onshore wind power, which has been under development since the 1970s. However, offshore projects face extra technical challenges some of which requires in-depth scientific investigations. This article deals with some of the most outstanding challenges concerning the turbine structure: the rotor, the nacelle, the tower, and the foundation. Further the determinations of the essential environmental conditions are treated: the wind field, the wave field, the sea current, and the soil conditions. The various options for grid connections, advantages, and disadvantages are discussed. Of special concern are the problems associated with locating the turbines close together in a wind farm and the problems of placing several large wind farms in a confined area. The environmental impacts of offshore wind farms are also treated, but not the supply chain, that is, the harbors, the installation vessels, the O&M ships, and the communication and maintenance challenges.
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Technical Feasibility of Ancillary Services provided by ReGen Plants
This report is the first deliverable in WP1 in the project “Ancillary services from renewable power plants” (RePlan). RePlan is funded as PSO project 2015 no. 12347 by the Danish PSO-programme ForskEL, which is administered by Energinet.DK. RePlan is carried out in collaboration between DTU Wind Energy, DTU Elektro, Aalborg University Energy Technology, Aalborg University Wireless Communication Networks and Vestas Wind System A/S. DTU Wind Energy is manager of the project.
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Wind and Photovoltaic Large-Scale Regional Models for hourly production evaluation
This work presents two large-scale regional models used for the evaluation of normalized power output from wind turbines and photovoltaic power plants on a European regional scale. The models give an estimate of renewable production on a regional scale with 1 h resolution, starting from a mesoscale meteorological data input and taking in account the characteristics of different plants technologies and spatial distribution. An evaluation of the hourly forecasted energy production on a regional scale would be very valuable for the transmission system operators when making the long-term planning of the transmission system, especially regarding the cross-border power flows. The tuning of these regional models is done using historical meteorological data acquired on a per-country basis and using publicly available data of installed capacity.
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Challenges and solutions for energy systems with high shares of wind energy

The focus of this chapter is mostly on short-term integration issues and the corresponding need for ancillary services. Here we should remember that policy and regulation influence the need for balancing. Shorter gate-closure times in the power market, for instance, allow better forecasting and create the opportunity to re-dispatch generators before the need for balancing arises. Allowing new actors into the market, especially from the demand side, also helps providing the required services at the lowest possible cost.
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Economic grid Support from Variable Renewables: REserviceS project summary
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Economic impact analysis of the demonstrations in task-forces TF1 and TF3 - Deliverable D15.1: WP15. Economic impacts of the demonstrations, barriers towards scaling up and solutions
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Offshore wind power development scenarios are very ambitious. In Europe, it is expected to surpass 100 GW by 2030. As opposed to onshore, offshore wind will be concentrated in relatively small geographical areas, meaning that the geographical smoothening would be diminished. Being able to simulate this variability is important and will assist quantifying the possible impacts of large-scale deployment of offshore wind on the operation of the power system. The analysis of maximum offshore wind power ramping in 2020 and 2030 North Seas shows that wind power variability, at synchronous area level, can exceed the current dimensioning incidents values. This indicates that wind power variability should be considered in frequency stability.
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Technical and economic impact analysis of the demonstrations in task-forces TF2 - Deliverable D15.2: WP15. Economic impacts of the demonstrations, barriers towards scaling up and solutions
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Threats and opportunities on the path to change power systems from fossil fuels to renewables
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Unbalanced voltage faults: the impact on structural loads of doubly fed asynchronous generator wind turbines

This paper investigates the impact that unbalanced voltage faults have on wind turbine structural loads. In such cases, electromagnetic torque oscillations occur at two times the supply voltage frequency. The objectives of this work are to quantify wind turbine structural loads induced by unbalanced voltage faults relative to those during normal operation; and to evaluate the potential for reducing structural loads with the control of the generator. The method applied is integrated
dynamic analysis. Namely, dynamic analysis with models that consider the most important aeroelastic, electrical, and control dynamics in an integrated simulation environment based on an aeroelastic code (HAWC2) and software for control design (Matlab/Simulink). In the present analysis, 1 Hz equivalent loads are used to compare fatigue loads, whereas maximum–minimum values are used to compare extreme loads. A control concept based on resonant filters demonstrates reduction of the structural loads (shaft torsion and tower top side-to-side moment) induced by an unbalanced voltage fault.

Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Weather radars – the new eyes for offshore wind farms?

Offshore wind fluctuations are such that dedicated prediction and control systems are needed for optimizing the management of wind farms in real-time. In this paper, we present a pioneer experiment – Radar@Sea – in which weather radars are used for monitoring the weather at the Horns Rev offshore wind farm, in the North Sea. First, they enable the collection of meteorological observations at high spatio-temporal resolutions for enhancing the understanding of meteorological phenomena that drive wind fluctuations. And second, with the extended visibility they offer, they can provide relevant inputs to prediction systems for anticipating changes in the wind fluctuation dynamics, generating improved wind power forecasts and developing specific control strategies. However, integrating weather radar observations into automated decision support systems is not a plug-and-play task, and it is important to develop a multi-disciplinary approach linking meteorology and statistics. Here, (i) we describe the settings of the Radar@Sea experiment, (ii) we report the experience gained with these new remote sensing tools, (iii) we illustrate their capabilities with some concrete meteorological events observed at Horns Rev and (iv) we discuss the future perspectives for weather radars in wind energy. Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Wind Farm Aggregation Method for Dynamic Active Power Studies
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Wind Turbine and Wind Power Plant Modelling Aspects for Power System Stability Studies

Large amount of wind power installations introduce modeling challenges for power system operators at both the planning and operational stages of power systems. Depending on the scope of the study, the modeling details of the wind turbine or the wind power plant are required to be different. A wind turbine model which is developed for the short-term voltage stability studies can be inaccurate and sufficient for the frequency stability studies. Accordingly, a complete and detailed wind power plant model for every kind of study is not feasible in terms of the computational time and also is not reasonable regarding the focus of the study. Therefore the power system operators should be aware of the modelling aspects of the wind power considering the related stability study and implement the required model in the appropriate power system toolbox. In this paper, the modelling aspects of wind turbines and wind power plants are reviewed for power system stability studies. Important remarks of the models are presented by means of simulations to emphasize the impact of these modelling details on the power system.
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Analysis of Variability and Uncertainty in Wind Power Forecasting: An International Comparison
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This paper presents a novel type of variable speed wind turbine with a new drive train different from the variable speed wind turbine commonly used nowadays. In this concept, a synchronous generator is directly coupled with the grid, therefore, the wind turbine transient overload capability and grid voltage support capability can be significantly improved. An electromagnetic coupling speed regulating device (EMCD) is used to connect the gearbox high speed shaft and synchronous generator rotor shaft, transmitting torque to the synchronous generator, while decoupling the gearbox side and the synchronous generator, so the synchronous generator torque oscillations during a grid fault are not transmitted to the gearbox. The EMCD is composed of an electromagnetic coupler and a one quadrant operation converter with reduced capability and low cost. A control strategy for the new wind turbine is proposed and a 2 MW wind turbine model is built to study the wind turbine fault ride-through capability. An integrated simulation environment based on the aeroelastic code HAWC2 and software Matlab/Simulink is used to study its fault ride-through capability and the impact on the structural loads during grid three phase and two phase short circuit faults.
Assessment of the impact of frequency support on DFIG wind turbine loads
This study presents models and tools for the assessment of the impact that providing frequency support has on doubly-fed generator (DFIG) wind turbine structural loads and drive train. The focus is on primary frequency support, aiming at quantifying the impact on wind turbines acting as frequency containment reserve and providing inertial response. The sensitivity of wind turbine load indicators—load duration distribution and maximum load values—to inertial response control actions and different torsional models of drive train is investigated. The analysis is done by co-simulations of an aeroelastic code and electrical models. In this simulation framework, the impact that power system conditions can have on wind turbines, and vice versa the support that wind turbines can offer to the power system can be investigated.

Capabilities and costs for ancillary services provision by wind power plants
This report is the deliverable of the third work package of the REserviceS project and describes the technical options and related costs for the provision of ancillary services specifically from wind energy technologies. It is focused on the set of ancillary services defined in the previous work package 2, shown in table 1 below. The information from this deliverable will be used as input to the case studies in subsequent work packages, which are expected to provide additional insights to the actual provision of ancillary services in transmission and distribution networks.
Cost-effective Primary Frequency Response at high Asynchronous Generation Levels
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Electromechanical Drivetrain Simulation
The work presented in this paper is another step from the DTU Wind Energy efforts to advance understanding of the electromechanical drive-train loads and its interaction with the rest of the components in the wind turbine. The main objective of the PhD is to investigate the modelling and simulation of a wind turbine’s drivetrain using an integrated simulation approach where different simulation tools are interconnected. Matlab and HAWC2 are used for this purpose. A contribution is expected to be in the study of the interaction between the mechanical loads in the gearbox due to gear mesh and bearing flexibilities, the generator dynamics and the grid, along with the structural loads in the wind turbine. In this paper, two simulation approaches are presented and conclusions are made according to their advantages and disadvantages. The drive-train is described by means of a torsional model composed of the main shaft, gearbox and generator. Special attention is given to the modelling of the gearbox and the generator in order to study the mechanical vibrations caused by turbulent wind and grid dynamics.
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Impact of High Wind Speed Shut-down in the Danish Power System
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Market and system security impact of the storm demonstration in task-forces TF2. Deliverable: D16.6: WP16. EU wide integrating assessment of demonstration replication potential
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Methods for Representations of Wind Power Plants for Active Power Studies
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Offshore Variability in Critical Weather Conditions in Large-Scale Wind Based Danish Power System

Offshore wind power has a significant development potential, especially in North Europe. The geographical concentration of offshore wind power leads to increased variability and in the case of critical weather conditions it may lead to sudden and considerable loss of production. In this context, the chances of losing several GW of wind power due to critical weather conditions in a very short time period could potentially jeopardize the whole system's reliability and stability. Forecasting such events is not trivial and the results so far are not encouraging. When assessing the impact of the variability for the 2020 Danish power system, one can see that in the worst case, up to 1500 MW of power can be lost in 30 minutes. We present results showing how this issue is partially solved by the new High Wind Storm Controller presented by Siemens in the TWENTIES project.

Regime-based supervisory control to reduce power fluctuations from offshore wind power plants

Wind power fluctuations, especially offshore, can pose challenges in the secure and stable operation of the power system. In modern large offshore wind farms, there are supervisory controls designed to reduce the power fluctuations. Their operation is limited due to the fact that they imply loss of production, hence revenue for the wind farm operator. On the other hand, progresses in short term forecasting, together with the increasing use of probabilistic forecasting can help in achieving efficient power fluctuations reduction with minimum lost production. Here we present supervisory control concepts that consider different wind power regimes to derive control setpoints by using a Markov-Switching AutoRegressive model. We evaluate the performance versus measured data in terms of power ramp characteristics and energy efficiency.
Report on Design Tool on Variability and predictability. D2.8: WP 2: Interconnection optimisation and power plant system services. Task 2.1: Power output variability and predictability
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Report with data for system behaviour at storm passage with original (uncoordinated) and coordinated control: Deliverable no: D2.2

In this report the focus has been on explaining the operational procedures that are important in order to maintain balance in the electricity system to understand how unexpected events are handled. The unexpected events discussed in this demo are sudden unexpected loss of wind power production due to stormy weather conditions. When handling the system it is important both to have good forecasts of wind power production so that the wind power production can be anticipated as precise as possible as early as possible so that regulating power can be activated to restore the anticipated balance. In addition it is important to have access to enough automatic restoration reserves to restore balance when unanticipated deviations from schedules occur. What the trade-off between these two types of reserves should be is an on-going discussion.

During the duration of the project, several high wind speed events were recorded at Horns Rev 2, with both the High Wind Shut Down (HWSD) controller and the High Wind Ride Through™ (HWRT) controller which was developed in this project. The analysis presented in this report has shown that when the wind turbines are equipped with HWRT, the maximal wind power forecast error decreases with more than 50%. Similarly, the energy production during the high wind events increased with the HWRT controller compared to the HWSD controller, although the amounts are negligible compared to the yearly production.

The storm front event on February 7th -8th, 2011, which was followed by the unexpected failure on HVDC line between Western Denmark and Sweden, illustrates the consequences and challenges the power system faced/will face in the future when these events (will) occur. The measured values indicate that the large part of the imbalances caused by storm is compensated by exchanged balancing power, activated from the NOIS list, across Konti-Skan link. This shows the pivotal role of hydro power in the Nordic system to balance large wind power variations in Western Denmark especially during the storm events. However, the frequency in the Nordic system experienced large deviations due to large deviation on exchange across Konti-Skan link.
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Using forecast information for storm ride-through control
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Using forecast information for storm ride-through control

Using probabilistic forecast information in control algorithms can improve the performance of wind farms during periods of extreme winds. This work presents a wind farm supervisor control concept that uses probabilistic forecast information to ride-through a storm with softer ramps of power. Wind speed forecasts are generated with a statistical approach (i.e. time series models). The supervisor control is based on a set of logical rules that consider point forecasts and predictive densities to ramp-down the power of the wind farm before the storm hits. The potential of this supervisor control is illustrated with data from the Horns Rev 1 wind farm, located in the North Sea. To conclude, an overview of ongoing and future research in the Radar@Sea experiment is given. This experiment aims at improving offshore wind power predictability and controllability through the increased use of meteorological information, and particularly weather radar images.
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Ancillary Services for the European Grid with High Shares of Wind and Solar Power

With significantly increasing share of variable renewable power generation like wind and solar PV, the need in the power system for ancillary services supporting the network frequency, voltage, etc. changes. Turning this issue around, market opportunities will emerge for wind and solar PV technology to deliver such grid services. In the European power system, adequate market mechanisms need to be developed to ensure that there will be an efficient trading of these services. For that purpose a range of (economic) characteristics of wind (and solar) power as providers of grid services need to be better understood. This relates both to the technical capabilities of the plants for delivering specific services and to the quantification of the needs.

The paper presents the approach of the European IEE project REserviceS, aiming at establishing reference guidance for the ongoing developments in Europe of network codes and electricity market design. Economic insights gained from REserviceS will be shaped into recommendations to be used when establishing electricity market mechanisms and Network Codes at EU level.

The project approach presented in the paper consists of two main parts namely (1) conceptually analyzing system needs for ancillary services and at assessing the technical aspects of and cost of delivering these services by solar PV and wind power, in scenarios of high renewable penetration. (2) Investigation of the need for ancillary services in typical transmission and distribution networks, and the cost and options to deliver these services at high penetration. The paper will give an overview of case studies envisaged, together with the intended methods used for the analysis.

The paper also gives some initial project results. It presents the outcome of the assessment of ancillary services that are especially relevant for wind and solar power. These are mainly related to frequency, voltage control and restoration of the system. In addition, based on existing experience and wind integration studies, the paper analyses impacts that high amounts of wind/solar will have on different ancillary services required by the power system.
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In this report, different ancillary services are described and a table listing main services is presented. While Chapter 2 is describing the services from (renewable) generators point of view, Chapter 3 is considering future system needs for services with increased wind and solar penetration. The table will be used as a starting point in the REServiceS project to see how much these services would cost when provided from wind/PV (WP3/4), and how often these services would be used in systems with higher penetrations of wind and solar (WP5/6).
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DC grids for integration of large scale wind power
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DTU contributions to IEA Wind Annex 25 Phase 2
The objective of Task 25 is to analyse and further develop the methodology to assess the impact of wind power on power systems. The Task has established an international forum for exchange of knowledge and experiences related to power system operation with large amounts of wind power and has actively followed parallel activities with Transmission System Operators other R&D Task work. The participants have collected and shared information on the experience gained and
the studies made up to and during the task. The case studies have addressed different aspects of power system operation and design, mainly: balancing, grid impacts and capacity credit of wind power.

In the meetings, all participants have made presentations of the wind integration issues in their country, results so far and on-going activities. In the latest meetings presentations have been grouped to different topics to better dwell into the details of modelling challenges. In addition, there has been some telephone/web meetings for the journal articles and Recommendations report. In the Task 25 meetings, updates from other international work are also given (EU/TPWIND and SET-Plan, IEEE, IPCC). TSO collaboration is important for Task 25 work. There has been TSO participation in all meetings, with the participants from Canada, Denmark and Italy in most meetings and some other countries sending TSO participants in fewer meetings.
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Inertial response from wind turbines: the impact on structural loads
This works evaluates the impact on structural loads of DFIG wind turbines providing inertial response while operating at rated power. The approach is to use an integrated simulation environment to model the most important electrical, structural, and control dynamics. Estimation of the impact is done in terms of 1-Hz equivalent loads, and maximum-minimum loads. It is observed that some structural loads are significantly affected. Therefore the trade off between the amount of inertial response and the cost of loads imposed should be assess from an statistical perspective.
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Inertial response from wind turbines: the impact on structural loads
This works evaluates the impact on structural loads of DFIG wind turbines providing inertial response while operating at rated power. The approach is to use an integrated simulation environment to model the most important electrical, structural, and control dynamics. Estimation of the impact is done in terms of 1-Hz equivalent loads, and maximum-minimum loads. It is observed that some structural loads are significantly affected. Therefore the trade off between the amount of inertial response and the cost of loads imposed should be assess from an statistical perspective.
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Integrated analysis of wind turbines - The impact of power systems on wind turbine design

Megawatt-size wind turbines nowadays operate in very complex environmental conditions, and increasingly demanding power system requirements. Pursuing a cost-effective and reliable wind turbine design is a multidisciplinary task. However nowadays, wind turbine design and research areas such as aeroelastic and mechanical, electrical and control, and grid integration, make use of simulation tools dedicated to specific areas. Practical experience shows there is a need to bridge the expertise from different design areas.

The focus of this Ph.D. study is on the integrated dynamic analysis of operating conditions that stem from disturbances in the power system. An integrated simulation environment, wind turbine models, and power system models are developed in order to take an integral perspective that considers the most important aeroelastic, structural, electrical, and control dynamics.

Applications of the integrated simulation environment are presented. The analysis of an asynchronous machine, and numerical simulations of a fixed-speed wind turbine in the integrated simulation environment, demonstrate the effects on structural loads of including the generator rotor fluxes dynamics in aeroelastic studies. Power system frequency control studies of variable-speed wind turbines with the integrated simulation environment, show that is possible to make a sensible estimation of the contribution of a wind farm to power system frequency control, while studying the impact on wind turbine structural loads.

Finally, studies of the impact that voltage faults have on wind turbine loads are presented. The case of unbalanced faults is addressed, the possibilities and drawbacks for reduction of structural loads using electrical control actions is investigated. Load reduction using resonant damping control is proven and quantified.
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North Sea Offshore Wind Power Variability in 2020 and 2030

Wind power is currently the most promising renewable technology and is expected to contribute significantly to achieving the “20-20-20” target set by EU - 20% reduction of greenhouse gases and 20% share of renewables by 2020. The development potential of wind power, especially offshore, is huge. The experience with large offshore wind farms so far has clearly shown that the offshore wind power is significantly more variable than the on-shore wind power, first of all because offshore wind power is more concentrated geographically than existing on-shore wind power. The focus is on time scales of interest for power system operation, thus ranging from minutes to hours. The simulations are based on the offshore wind power development plans developed in the TWENTIES project and includes details such as installed capacity and coordinates for each wind farm existing or planned to be installed in North Europe, by 2020 and 2030. For each target, a base case and a high scenario is simulated. The offshore wind power variability is quantified in terms of ramp rates.

General information
Wind power development scenarios are critical when trying to assess the impact of the demonstration at national and European level. The work described in this report had several objectives. The main objective was to prepare and deliver the proper input necessary for assessing the impact of Demo 4 – Storm management at national and European level. For that, detailed scenarios for offshore wind power development by 2020 and 2030 were required. The aggregation level that is suitable for the analysis to be done is at wind farm level. Therefore, the scenarios for offshore wind power development offer details about the wind farms such as: capacity and coordinates. Since the focus is on the impact of storm fronts passage in Northern Europe, the offshore wind power scenarios were estimated only for the countries at North and Baltic Sea. The sources used are public sources, mentioned in the reference list. The scenarios are split in baseline – the conservative one, most likely to happen, and high – the optimistic scenario. During the time of the work, EWEA has published their estimation for 2020 and 2030. The scenarios estimated in this work are in good accordance with EWEA’s.

A second task described in this work was to create a dataset containing forecast and realised wind power time series with hourly resolution. The database should cover all Europe, i.e. onshore and offshore and it will be further used in the project for the economic assessment impact, Tasks 16.2.2 and 16.2.3. For the onshore wind power development, the approach used in the TradeWind project has been used. This approach considered a first aggregation level for wind power at a grid node, and then a second aggregation at wind power regions. With this approach, wind power for a country can be expressed in one or several wind power nodes and one or several wind power regions. For onshore wind power, the estimated installed capacity was upscaled to meet the number published by EWEA in the Pure Power report.

Wind speed time series were extracted from the WRF dataset available at DTU Wind Energy and interpolated to the exact location of the wind power points with CorWind. Wind speed forecast errors were calculated using the Scenario Tree Tool developed in the WILMAR project.

Finally, wind power time series were simulated using the wind speed time series and adequate power curves. The resulted wind power time series were briefly analysed with respect to the distribution of wind power forecast errors and the results show that the wind power forecast error distribution manages to capture the area smoothing effect.
Offshore Wind Power Production in Critical Weather Conditions

Critical weather conditions, i.e. extreme winds will raise a lot of challenges when it comes to the secure operation of the whole European electric system with the future large scale offshore wind power. This is especially true for Denmark where the target is that wind power should provide 50% of the electricity consumption by 2020.

In the EU funded project TWENTIES, the demonstration #4 STORM MANAGEMENT aims at demonstrating that adequate coordination mechanisms between offshore wind farms and hydro power capacity available in Norway through an existing HVDC link brings viable solutions to securely control the power balance during offshore storm passages. The demonstration will be done on Horns Rev 2 wind farm. In the same project, the impact of a storm front passage over the system security, for the whole Danish system, and with the expected offshore wind power in 2020 will be investigated.

This paper will present the results of up-scaling the impact that a storm front passage will have on the Danish power system in 2020, given that the existing wind turbine storm controller is not replaced. The simulations are done with CorWind and the analysis is focusing on establishing a reference case and quantifying the balancing reserve requirements needed in order to keep the security of the power system.
Wind-induced day-ahead and hour-ahead imbalances in a power system with a significant wind mix: Simulations in the Danish experience
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Ancillary Services from Wind Farms
Meeting the EU objectives of sustainable energy supply in the near future involves a dramatic increase of the electricity demand covered by variable renewable sources, among which wind power holds an important role. This important role comes together with ever increasing requirements of wind power plants ability of delivering ancillary services to the power system. The presentation attempts at giving an overview of the present (and future) research on the ability of large (offshore) wind farms to provide power system services.
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Assessment of storm forecast
When wind speed exceeds a certain value, wind turbines shut-down in order to protect their structure. This leads to sudden wind plants shut down and to new challenges concerning the secure operation of the pan-European electric system with future large scale offshore wind power.

This task aims at analysing the ability of existing forecast tools to predict storms at the Horns Rev 2 wind farm. The focus will be on predicting the time where the wind turbine will need to shut down to protect itself, e.g. the time where wind speed exceeds 25 m/s. At the same time, the planned shut-down should cost as little lost wind energy as possible. Therefore, the planned shut down time should be as close as possible to the time where the wind turbine itself would shut down, but still reliable. The forecast systems available to ENERGINET.dk will be applied.

The forecast tools ability of accurately predicting storms was analysed based on historical meteorological data available at Risø DTU and dynamically down-scaled to the Horns Rev 2 wind farm level. This solution was chosen due to the lack of measurements. Moreover, since the project started, there were four events during which Horns Rev 2 wind farm stopped, completely or partially, producing due to extreme wind speeds. Wind speed and power measurements from those events are presented and compared to the forecast available at Energinet.dk. The analysis looked at wind speed and wind power forecast.

The main conclusion of the analysis is that the wind speed forecasts are not very reliable in predicting when Horns Rev 2 wind farm will stop producing due to a storm. One of the reasons for that is the fact that there is no clear and precise definition of Extreme Wind Period (EWP) at wind farm level (how many wind turbines should stop producing in order to consider it an EWP) and that the available wind speed forecasts are given as a mean wind speed over a rather large area. At wind power level, the analysis shows that prediction of accurate production levels from a wind farm experiencing EWP is rather poor. This is partially because the power curve typically used to transform wind speed into power has not been optimised for high wind speeds. This means that today, the wind power forecast error that the TSO’s control room is facing when dealing with EWPs is around 1 p.u.
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DC grids for integration of large scale wind power
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Demo 4: Storm management
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Impact of fault ride-through requirements on fixed-speed wind turbine structural loads

The emphasis in this article is on the impact of fault ride-through requirements on wind turbines structural loads. Nowadays, this aspect is a matter of high priority as wind turbines are required more and more to act as active components in the grid, i.e. to support the grid even during grid faults. This article proposes a computer approach for the quantification of the wind turbines structural loads caused by the fault ride-through grid requirements. This approach, exemplified for the case of a 2MW active stall wind turbine, relies on the combination of knowledge from complimentary simulation tools, which have expertise in different specialized wind turbines design areas. Two complimentary simulation tools are considered i.e. the detailed power system simulation tool PowerFactory from DIgSILENT and the advanced aeroelastic computer code HAWC2, in order to assess of the dynamic response of wind turbines to grid faults. These two tools are coupled sequently in an offline approach, in order to achieve a thorough insight both into the structural as well as the electrical wind turbine response during grid faults. The impact of grid requirements on wind turbines structural loads is quantified by performing a rainfall and a statistical analysis for fatigue and ultimate structural loads, respectively. Two cases are compared i.e. one where the turbine is immediately disconnected from the grid when a grid fault occurs and one where the turbine is equipped with a fault ride-through controller and therefore it is able to remain connected to the grid during the grid fault. Copyright © 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Impact of wind power in autonomous power systems—power fluctuations—modelling and control issues

This paper describes a detailed modelling approach to study the impact of wind power fluctuations on the frequency control in a non-interconnected system with large-scale wind power. The approach includes models for wind speed fluctuations, wind farm technologies, conventional generation technologies, power system protection and load. Analytical models for wind farms with three different wind turbine technologies, namely Doubly Fed Induction Generator, Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator and Active Stall Induction Generator-based wind turbines, are included. Likewise, analytical models for diesel and steam generation plants are applied. The power grid, including speed governors, automatic voltage regulators, protection system and loads is modelled in the same platform. Results for different load and wind profile cases are being presented for the case study of the island Rhodes, in Greece. The scenarios studied correspond to reference year of study 2012. The effect of wind fluctuations in the system frequency is studied for the different load cases, and comments on the penetration limits are being made based on the results. Copyright © 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Meso-scale Wind Variability. Final Report
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Offshore wind power integration in TWENTIES and beyond
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Offshore wind power prediction in critical weather conditions
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Operation and Control of Wind Farms in Non-Interconnected Power Systems
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Coupling of HAWC2 and Matlab: Towards an Integrated Simulation Platform
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Grid fault and design-basis for wind turbines - Final report

This is the final report of a Danish research project “Grid fault and design-basis for wind turbines”. The objective of this project has been to assess and analyze the consequences of the new grid connection requirements for the fatigue and ultimate structural loads of wind turbines. The fulfillment of the grid connection requirements poses challenges for the design of both the electrical system and the mechanical structure of wind turbines. The development of wind turbine models and novel control strategies to fulfill the TSO’s requirements are of vital importance in this design. Dynamic models and different fault ride-through control strategies have been developed and assessed in this project for three different wind turbine concepts (active stall wind turbine, variable speed doubly fed induction generator wind turbine, variable speed multipole permanent magnet wind turbine). A computer approach for the quantification of the wind turbines structural loads caused by the fault ride-through grid requirement, has been proposed and exemplified for the case of an active stall wind turbine. This approach relies on the combination of knowledge from complimentary simulation tools, which have expertise in different specialized design areas for wind turbines. In order to quantify the impact of the grid faults and grid requirements fulfillment on wind turbines structural loads and thus on their lifetime, a rainfall and a statistical analysis for fatigue and ultimate structural loads, respectively, have been performed and compared for two cases, i.e. one when the turbine is immediately disconnected from the grid when a grid fault occurs and one when the turbine is equipped with a fault ride-through controller and therefore it is able to remain connected to the grid during the grid fault. Different storm control strategies, that enable variable speed wind turbines to produce power at wind speeds higher than 25m/s and up to 50m/s without substantially increasing the structural loads, have also been proposed and investigated during the project. Statistics in terms of mean value and standard deviation have been analysed and rainfall calculations have been performed to estimate the impact over the lifetime of a variable speed wind turbine.
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Reliability indexes for offshore wind power production under extreme wind conditions
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Reliability of offshore wind production under extreme wind conditions was investigated in this report. The wind power variability from existing and future large offshore wind farms in Western Denmark were simulated using the Correlated Wind model developed at Risø. The analysis was done for five years, with each year simulated with five random seeds, leading to a total of 25 annual wind power time series for six large offshore wind farms, summing up to a little over 330 wind turbines. Two storm control strategies were used. The analysis involved several aspects inspired from reliability studies. The aspects investigated are storm events occurrences and durations, storm control strategy impact on the capacity factor (lost production), the loss of production (power produced from wind drops below a certain threshold due to high wind speeds and storm controller) and finally, the wind power production ramp rates and reserves requirements.
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Wind Farms' Spatial Distribution Effect on Power System Reserves Requirements

The wind power development during last millennium was typically based on small wind turbines dispersed over large areas, leading to a significant smoothing of the wind power fluctuations in a power system balancing area. The present development goes towards much larger wind farms, concentrated in smaller areas, which causes the total wind power fluctuations in power system areas to increase significantly. The impact of future large wind farms spatial distribution with respect to the power system reserve requirements is analyzed in this paper. For this purpose, Correlated Wind (CorWind) power time series simulation model developed to simulate wind power variability over a large area is used. As a study case, two scenarios for short term offshore wind power development in the West Danish power system region are used. The first scenario assumes that all the wind farms are built in the region with the best wind resources, whereas the second scenario represents a more dispersed development.
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Wind model for low frequency power fluctuations in offshore wind farms

This paper investigates the correlation between the frequency components of the wind speed Power Spectral Density. The results extend an already existing power fluctuation model that can simulate power fluctuations of wind power on areas up to several kilometers and for time scales up to a couple of hours, taking into account the spectral correlation between different wind turbines. The modelling is supported by measurements from two large wind farms, namely Nysted and Horns Rev. Measurements from individual wind turbines and meteorological masts are used. Finally, the models are integrated into an aggregated model which is used for estimating some electrical parameters as power ramps and reserves requirements, showing a quite good agreement between simulations and measurement. The comparison with measurements generally show that the inclusion of the correlation between low frequency components is an improvement, but the effect is relatively small. The effect of including the low frequency components in the model is much more significant. Therefore, that aggregated model is useful in the power system planning and operation, e.g. regarding load following and regulation. Copyright © 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Grid integration impacts on wind turbine design and development

This paper presents an overall perspective on contemporary issues like wind power plants and grid integration. The purpose is to present and discuss the impacts of emerging new grid connection requirements on modern wind turbines. The grid integration issue has caused several new challenges to the wind turbine design and development. The survival of different wind turbine concepts and controls is strongly conditioned by their ability to comply with stringent grid connection requirements, imposed by utility companies. Beside its impact on the mechanical design and control of wind turbines, the grid integration aspect has also an effect on wind turbines' role in the power system, on wind turbine technologies' survival on the market, as well as on the wind turbines' loads. Over the last years, it became obviously, that there it is an increasing need for design and research of wind turbines based on an integrated design and control approach.
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Power fluctuations from large wind farms - Final report
Experience from power system operation with the first large offshore wind farm in Denmark: Horns Rev shows that the power from the wind farm is fluctuating significantly at certain times, and that this fluctuation is seen directly on the power exchange between Denmark and Germany. This report describes different models for simulation and prediction of wind power fluctuations from large wind farms, and data acquired at the two large offshore wind farms in Denmark are applied to validate the models. Finally, the simulation model is further developed to enable simulations of power fluctuations from several wind farms simultaneously in a larger geographical area, corresponding to a power system control area.
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Modelling of power fluctuations from large offshore wind farms
This paper deals with modelling of power fluctuations from large wind farms. The modelling is supported and validated using wind speed and power measurements from the two large offshore wind farms in Denmark. The time scale in focus is from 1 min to a couple of hours, where significant power fluctuations have been observed from these wind farms. Power and wind speed are measured with 1 s sampling time in all individual wind turbines in almost 1 year, which provides a substantial database for the analyses. The paper deals with diversified models representing each wind turbine individually and with aggregation of a wind farm to be represented by a single large wind turbine model. Copyright (C) 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Dynamic wind turbine models in power system simulation tool DigSILENT
This report presents a collection of models and control strategies developed and implemented in the power system simulation tool PowerFactory DigSILENT for different wind turbine concepts. It is the second edition of Rise-R-1400(EN) and it gathers and describes a whole wind turbine model database built-up and developed during several national research projects, carried out at Risø DTU National Laboratory for Sustainable Energy and Aalborg University, in the period 2001-2007. The overall objective of these projects was to create a wind turbine model database able to support the analysis of the interaction between the mechanical structure of the wind turbine and the electrical grid during different operational modes. The report provides thus a description of the wind turbines modelling, both at a component level and at a system level. The report contains both the description of DigSILENT built-in models for the electrical components of a grid connected wind turbine (e.g. induction generators, power converters, transformers) and the models developed by the user, in the dynamic simulation language DSL of DigSILENT, for the non-electrical components of the wind turbine (wind model, aerodynamic model, mechanical model). The initialisation issues on the wind turbine models into the power system simulation are also presented. The main attention in the report is drawn to the modelling at the system level of the following wind turbine concepts: 1. Fixed speed active stall wind turbine concept 2. Variable speed doubly-fed induction generator wind turbine concept 3. Variable speed multi-pole permanent magnet synchronous generator wind turbine concept These wind turbine concept models can be used and even extended for the study of different aspects, e.g. the assessment of power quality, control strategies, connection of the wind turbine at different types of grid and storage systems. Different control strategies have been developed and implemented for these wind turbine concepts, their performance in normal or fault operation being assessed and discussed by means of simulations. The described control strategies have different goals e.g. fast response over disturbances, optimum power efficiency over a wider range of wind speeds, voltage ride-through capability including grid support. A dynamic model of a DC connection for active stall wind farms to the grid including the control is also implemented and presented.
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Electrical components library for HAWC2
The work presented in this report is part of the EFP project called “A Simulation Platform to Model, Optimize and Design Wind Turbines” partly funded by the Danish Energy Authority under contract number 1363/04-0008. The project is carried out in cooperation between Risø National Laboratory and Aalborg University. In this project, the focus is on the development of a simulation platform for wind turbine systems using different simulation tools. This report presents the electric component library developed for use in the aeroelastic code HAWC2. The developed library includes both steady state and dynamical models for fixed and variable speed wind turbines. A simple steady-state slip model was developed for the fixed speed wind turbine. This model is suitable for aeroelastic design of wind turbines under normal operation. A dynamic model of an induction generator for the fixed speed wind turbine was developed. The model includes the dynamics of the rotor fluxes. The model is suitable for a more detailed investigation of the mechanical – electrical interaction, both under normal and fault operation. For the variable speed wind turbine, a steadystate model, typically used in aeroelastic design, was implemented. The model can be used for normal and, to some extent, for fault operation. The reduced order dynamic model of a DFIG was implemented. The model includes only the active power controller and can be used for normal operation conditions.
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**Power Quality Issues on Wind Power Installations in Denmark**
This paper introduces the power quality issues of wind power installations in a historic perspective, as the development from a few small wind turbines connected directly to the low voltage grid, to the present system with high penetration on the medium voltage distribution grids and two large offshore wind farms connected at transmission level. In this perspective, the power quality issues are divided into local issues particularly related to the voltage quality in the distribution systems and global issues related to the power system control and stability. Power quality characteristics of wind turbines and wind farms are described according to national and international standards, and measurements from
wind farms are presented.
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PROMOTioN - PROgress on Meshed HVDC Offshore Transmission Networks
The goal of the PROMOTioN project is to develop and demonstrate three key Technologies: diode rectifier offshore converters; multi-vendor high-voltage direct current (HVDC) grid protection system and the full power testing of HVDC circuit breakers. Furthermore, a regulatory and financial framework will be developed for the coordinated planning, construction and operation of integrated offshore infrastructures, including an offshore grid deployment plan (roadmap) for the future offshore grid system in Europe.

DTU is mainly involved in R&D on the first technology using diode rectifiers as offshore converters. DTU leads a work package on Wind turbine - converter interaction studies and a work package on harmonization towards standards and best practices. DTU is also involved in several other work packages.
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GARPUR - Generally Accepted Reliability Principle with Uncertainty modelling and through probabilistic Risk assessment
Power system reliability management aims to maintain power system performance at a desired level, while minimizing the socio-economic costs of keeping the power system at that performance level.

Historically in Europe, network reliability management has been lying on the so-called “N-1” criterion: in case of fault of one relevant element (e.g. one transmission system element, one significant generation element or one significant distribution network element), the elements remaining in operation must be capable of accommodating the new operational situation without violating the network’s operational security limits.

Today, the increasing uncertainty of generation due to intermittent energy sources, combined with the opportunities provided e.g. by demand-side management and energy storage, call for imagining new reliability criteria with a better balance between reliability and costs.

The GARPUR project designs, develops, assesses and evaluates such new reliability criteria to be progressively implemented over the next decades at a pan-European level, while maximising social welfare.
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Multi-terminal DC grid for offshore wind
A DC grid based on multi-terminal voltage-source converters is a newly emerging technology, which is particularly suitable for the connection of offshore wind farms. The achievements from the project will contribute to integrating offshore wind power into the onshore AC grids in European countries and for the European offshore grid.

The MEDOW network will share complementary expertise, infrastructure and facilities for the training of the next generation of top-quality researchers in this field.
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REserviceS (Economic grid support from variable renewables) is the first study to investigate wind and solar based grid support services at EU level. It will provide technical and economic guidelines and recommendations for the design of a European market for ancillary services, as well as for future network codes within the Third Liberalisation Package.
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EERA DTOC: European Energy Research Alliance Design Tools for Offshore wind farm Clusters
The project is funded by the EU – Seventh Framework Programme (FP7) – and runs from January 2012 to June 2015. It is coordinated by the Technical University of Denmark - DTU Wind Energy.

The EERA-DTOC project combines expertise to develop a multidisciplinary integrated software tool for an optimized design of offshore wind farms and clusters of wind farms.
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Enhanced Ancillary Services from Wind Power Plants
The project vision is to provide wind power with similar grid system interaction characteristics as the conventional generation units. The new technical solutions developed in this project will expand the global wind power market, as they will assist in integrating more wind power in high voltage grids. Bringing wind power technology to this level will assist Vestas in remaining both technology and market leader in the global wind industry.
We pursue the vision by developing and demonstrating control features for primary, secondary and tertiary reserve and response provided by wind power plants. In this way the capability of wind farms to provide system services and thus their ability to actively support the power system in a similar way as the conventional power plants is increased. With these new control features the grid operators can allow a large scale penetration of wind power into the power system while increasing the security and reliability of power supply during the transition period from fossil to renewable based power production.
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TWENTIES - Transmission system operation with large penetration of Wind and other renewable Electricity sources in Networks by means of innovative Tools and Integrated Energy Solutions
A group of 6 Transmission System Operators (Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, The Netherlands and Spain) with 2 generator companies, 5 manufacturers and research organisations, propose 6 demonstration projects to remove, in 3 years, several barriers which prevent the electric system from welcoming more wind electricity, and wind electricity from contributing more to the electric system. The full scale demonstrations aim at proving the benefits of novel technologies
(most of them available from manufacturers) coupled with innovative system management approaches. The contribution of wind energy to the system will show how aggregated wind farms can provide system services (voltage and frequency control) in Spain. The aggregation of wind farms with flexible generation and loads will be demonstrated in Denmark using a scalable IT platform developed by a generator. Increasing the flexibility of transmission networks will be tested in Belgium (existing sensors and coordinated power flow control devices avoiding possible large scale instabilities induced by wind farms in the CWE region) and in Spain (dynamic wind power evacuation capacity using real-time computations based on short-term generation forecasts and use of a mobile Overload Line Controller). Off-shore wind farms are addressed from a security viewpoint. Secure HVDC meshed networks will be validated in France using simulations and full scale experiments of two different HVDC circuit breaker technologies. Off-shore wind farm shut downs under stormy conditions will be demonstrated in Denmark using the world largest off-shore wind farm with balancing power provided by the Norwegian hydro capacities through a HVDC link. The experimental results will be integrated into European impact analyses to show the scalability of the solutions: routes for replication will be provided with benefits for the pan European transmission network and the European electricity market as soon as 2014, in line with the SET plan objectives.
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SIMBA - Simulation of balancing
Simba is based on Danish principles for balancing. Simba models the power system analytically and can therefore model a future power system. Simba is expected to be able to investigate other market structures for ancillary services. Gives valuable information on how to balance the system in the future
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Power Fluctuations from Large Offshore Wind Farms

The project has developed and verified simulation and prediction models for power fluctuations in large wind farms. The verification is based on extensive measurements in the two large offshore wind farms in Denmark: Horns Rev and Nysted. The models can also be applied to simulation of wind power fluctuations from wind turbines distributed over a larger area than a wind farm. The advantage of the prediction models is that they can be applied in the operation, but these models require a training period before they work in a new system. On the other hand, the simulation model can simulate power fluctuations with possible future wind power developments, based on information about size and location of the individual wind turbines. Thus, the simulation model is a planning tool.
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